Several SU UMa-type dwarf novae, in particular, WZ Sge-type stars tend to exhibit rebrightenings after superoutbursts. The rebrightening phenomenon is problematic for the disk instability theory of dwarf novae since it requires a large amount of remnant matter in the disk even after superoutbursts. Here, we report our optical and infrared observations during the first-ever outburst of a new dwarf nova, SDSS J102146.44+234926.3. During the outburst, we detected superhumps with a period of 0.056281 ± 0.000015d, which is typical for superhump periods in WZ Sge stars. In conjunction with the appearance of a long-lived rebrightening, we conclude that the object is a new member of WZ Sge stars. Our observations, furthermore, revealed infrared behaviors for the first time in the rebrightening phase of WZ Sge stars. We discovered prominent infrared superhumps. We calculate the color temperature of the infrared superhump source to be 4600-6400 K. These temperatures are too low to be explained with a fully-ionized disk appearing during dwarf nova outbursts. We also found a K s -band excess over the hot disk component. These unprecedented infrared activities provide evidence for the presence of mass reservoir at the outermost part of the accretion disk. We propose that a moderately high mass-accretion rate at this infrared active region leads to the long-lived rebrightening observed in SDSS J102146.44+234926.3.
Introduction
Dwarf novae are a sub-class of cataclysmic variables which contain a Roche-lobe filling secondary star and an accreting white dwarf (for a review, see Warner 1995a) . Dwarf nova outbursts are characterized with amplitudes of 2-5 mag and durations of a few days. SU UMa-type stars are dwarf novae showing two types of outbursts, that is, normal outbursts and superoutbursts which have longer durations (∼ 10-20 d) and amplitudes ∼ 1 mag larger than those of normal outbursts. Superoutbursts are characterized by the appearance of periodic short-term modulations, called "superhumps", whose period is slightly longer than the orbital period (Warner 1995b) .
Dwarf nova outbursts are caused by a sudden increase of mass-accretion rate in an accretion disk. The most widely [Vol. , accepted theory for SU UMa stars is the thermal-tidal instability model for the accretion disk (Osaki 1989) . The thermal instability model considers two kinds of thermally stable states of the disk, that is, a cool disk of neutral hydrogen gas and a hot disk of ionized hydrogen gas, corresponding to the quiescent and outburst states, respectively. According to the disk instability model, the cool disk becomes thermally unstable when the density of the accumulated gas reaches a critical value. The disk, then, experiences a state transition to the hot disk, observed as an outburst (Osaki 1974; Hōshi 1979; Meyer, MeyerHofmeister 1981; Smak 1982; Cannizzo et al. 1982) . The outburst leads to an expansion of the disk. In the case that the disk has an enough angular momentum, its outer edge reaches the 3:1 resonance radius, which triggers the tidal instability (Whitehurst 1988) . The disk becomes eccentric, as a result, the strong tidal torque yields an additional dissipation of the angular momentum in the disk, which leads to superoutbursts. Because of the eccentricity of the disk, periodic modulations associated with the orbital motion of the secondary star are expected. They are actually observed as superhumps. The superhump period is longer than orbital periods due to the precession of the eccentricity wave (Patterson et al. 2005) .
The disk instability model can explain several basic behaviors of ordinary dwarf novae, for example, their frequency of outbursts and two kinds of outbursts in SU UMa stars (for a review, see Osaki 1996) . This standard model is, however, required to be modified in order to reproduce rebrightenings after superoutbursts which are observed in several SU UMa stars. A peculiar subclass, WZ Sge-type dwarf novae, in particular, tend to exhibit various types of rebrightenings (Howell et al. 1995; Kato et al. 2001) . WZ Sge-type stars have shortest orbital periods (P orb ∼ 85 min) and longest outburst cycles ( > ∼ 10 yr) among dwarf novae. Based on characteristics of light curves, rebrightenings can be divided into three types; i) a single short rebrightening (RZ Leo, Ishioka et al. 2001 ; ASAS J002511+1217.2, Templeton et al. 2006) , ii) repetitive short rebrightenings, or sometimes called "echo outbursts" (WZ Sge, Patterson et al. 2002; EG Cnc, Patterson et al. 1998 , Kato et al. 2004 SDSS J080434.20+520349.2, Pavlenko et al. 2007) , and iii) a long-lived plateau (AL Com, Nogami et al. 1997 CG CMa, Kato et al. 1999 ; TSS J022216.4+412259.9, Imada et al. 2006b ; V2176 Cyg, Novák et al. 2001 ). Additionally to WZ Sge stars, several short-period SU UMa stars also exhibit single or a few short rebrightenings (Baba et al. 2000; Uemura et al. 2002; Imada et al. 2006a ). On the other hand, several WZ Sge stars show no sign of rebrightenings (HV Vir, Kato et al. 2001) .
The mechanism of rebrightenings and the origin of their diversity are poorly understood. In a simple picture based on the disk instability model, most of the mass and angular momentum are lost from the disk by the end of superoutbursts (Osaki 1996) . The long-lived rebrightening phase is problematic because it apparently requires an unknown delayed mass-accretion even after the termination of superoutbursts when the disk should nearly be empty (Kato et al. 2004 ). This discrepancy can be reconciled if a mass-transfer rate from the secondary is enhanced due to the irradiation by the disk (Warner 1998; Hameury et al. 2000; Patterson et al. 2002) . This scenario, however, has a difficulty to reproduce sudden onset and cessation of the rebrightening phase (Patterson et al. 2002; Osaki, Meyer 2003; Osaki, Meyer 2004) . Kato et al. (1998) propose an alternative scenario that a considerable amount of matter left over the 3:1 resonance radius is responsible for the delayed accretion. The remnants at the outermost region is expected to work as a mass reservoir, leading to the additional mass accretion during the rebrightening phase (Hellier 2001; Osaki et al. 2001; Kato et al. 2004) .
The behavior of the outermost region of the accretion disk, hence, definitely provides crucial clues for the rebrightening phenomenon. Infrared (IR) observations can be a strong tool to detect variations from a low temperature region at the outermost accretion disk. Such IR observations during the rebrightening phase have, however, been difficult because of low frequencies of outbursts of WZ Sge stars.
Here, we report results of our observation of a new variable star which was a promising candidate for WZ Sge stars. The discovery of its outburst was reported by E. J. Christensen in Nov. 2006 (Christensen 2006) . There is a quiescent counterpart, SDSS J102146.44+234926.3 (hereafter, J1021) in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) DR5 database with magnitudes of g = 20.74 and r = 20.63 (Adelman-McCarthy, et al. 2007 ). We conducted an international campaign for J1021, in which we succeeded in performing IR time-series observations during a rebrightening phase for the first time. In the next section, we describe our photometric observations. In section 3, results of our observations are presented. In section 4, we discuss the results and the nature of the rebrightening phenomenon. In the final section, we summarize our findings. 70, 71, 74, 75, 76, 85, 88, 89, 91, 92, 100, 115, 123, 125, 126, 127 , 63, 64, 65, 66, 69, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 86, 90 
Observations
Simultaneous optical and IR observations were performed with TRISPEC attached to the KANATA 1.5-m telescope at Higashi-Hiroshima Observatory. TRISPEC is a simultaneous imager and spectrograph with polarimetry covering both optical and near-infrared wavelengths (Watanabe et al. 2005) . We used the imaging mode of TRISPEC with V , J, and K s filters. Effective exposure times for each frame were 63, 60, and 54 s in V , J, and K s bands, respectively. An example of the images is shown in the left panel of figure 1. The figure also includes the image of the same field in the SDSS DR5 database in the right panel for comparison (Adelman-McCarthy, et al. 2007 ). J1021 is the object marked with the black bars.
After making dark-subtracted and flat-fielded images, we measured magnitudes of J1021 and comparison stars using a Java-based aperture photometry package. The V , J, and K s magnitudes of J1021 were calculated from those of the comparison star located at R.A.=10
h 21 m 53. s 33, Dec.=+23
• 50 ′ 55. ′′ 9 (V = 12.84, J = 12.22, K s = 12.04). We quote the V -band magnitude of the comparison star listed in the Henden's sequence 1 and J and K s -band magnitudes from the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006) . We checked the constancy of the comparison star using neighbor stars and found that it exhibited no significant variations over 0.02, 0.03, and 0.06 mag in V , J, and K sbands, respectively. For V -and J-band observations, we obtained time-series data which allowed us to study shortterm variations in a night. For K s -band observations, we only obtained averaged data for each night.
We also performed optical photometric observations with other telescopes during the period of JD 2454060-2454130 at 6 sites, that is, Cloudcroft, Crimea, Saitama, Kyoto, and Mie. Details of their observational equipment is summarized in table 1. The magnitude systems with a clear filter or without any filters were adjusted to the V -band observation by TRISPEC/KANATA by adding 1 ftp://ftp.aavso.org/public/calib/varleo06.dat constants.
Results

Overall behavior of the 2006 outbursts of J1021
According to Christensen (2006) , J1021 had already be in outburst on JD 2454037 with V = 13.9. We confirmed the outburst on JD 2454060, 23 d after the first record of the outburst. Our observation campaign then started, revealing the overall behavior of the outburst and a subsequent fading phase, as shown in figure 2. The panel (a) includes all observations from the discovery to a fading phase from the outburst. The event can be divided in 5 phases, that is, the main outburst (JD 2454037-2454065), the dip (JD 2454066-2454067), the rebrightening (JD 2454068-2454077), the rapid fading phase (JD 2454079-2454081) , and the long fading tail (JD 2454082-).
The total duration from the main outburst to the rebrightening was at least 40 d. The average fading rate was 0.05 mag d −1 during the main outburst. Compared with typical durations of superoutbursts (10-15 d; Warner 1995a) , the total duration is atypically long. It is rather reminiscent of WZ Sge stars whose total duration of outbursts (including rebrightening phases) is 60-100 d .
The main outburst was terminated by the dip, whose duration is < ∼ 3 d. The object, then, experienced the rebrightening. The panel (b) of figure 2 shows light curves during the main outburst, the dip, and the rebrightening phase. The rebrightening continued for 10-11 d. These features of the light curve is quite analogous to the dip-long-lived plateau structure observed in several WZ Sge stars, that is, AL Com, CG CMa, TSS J022216.4+412259.9 and V2176 Cyg (Nogami et al. 1997; Ishioka et al. 2002; Kato et al. 1999; Imada et al. 2006b; Novák et al. 2001) .
The object entered the rapid fading phase from the rebrightening on JD 2454079. The rapid fading stopped at 2.4 mag brighter than its quiescence. The object, then, [Vol. , exhibited the long fading tail. It takes at least 50 d until returning to its quiescent level. This long fading is also one of characteristics observed in WZ Sge stars (Kato et al. 2004) . Ordinary SU UMa stars returned to their quiescent level within a few days after superoutbursts.
Rising phase of the rebrightening
We found that the rising trend to the rebrightening maximum was not monotonous. The rebrightening was first observed on JD 2454068. With the observation on JD 2454067, the rising rate is calculated to be < −1.2 mag d −1 . The rising trend apparently became weak or stopped between JD 2454068-2454069, as can be seen from the figure 2. We detected a clear brightening trend, −0.47 ± 0.06 mag d −1 , in the data on JD 2454069. The object, then, reached the rebrightening maximum on JD 2454070. The rapid rising trend was, thus, temporarily terminated on JD 2454068 and restarted on JD 2454069.
Similar structures in light curves were also observed in other WZ Sge stars showing long plateau-type rebrightenings. In the case of the 1995 outburst of AL Com, a rapid rising from the dip was followed by a temporary fading. As a result, a clear precursor appeared just before the rebrightening maximum (Nogami et al. 1997 ). In the case of V2176 Cyg, we can see a clear fading trend in the first day of a rebrightening (Novák et al. 2001 ). This feature also indicates the presence of a precursor before the rebrightening maximum.
The observed structure in J1021 can also be interpreted as a sign of a precursor before the rebrightening maximum. These precursors may be a common characteristic in long plateau-type rebrightenings in WZ Sge stars. The durations of the precursors are < 2 d in all cases, which also supports the scenario that the observed precursors have the same nature.
Color variations
We performed simultaneous V -and R c -band observations, as shown in the panel (a) of figure 2. Using these data, we show temporal variations of the color V − R c in the upper panel of figure 3 . The object first remained at V − R c = −0.04 during the main outburst, then slightly reddened to V − R c = +0.04 just before the rapid fading stage. During the rebrightening phase, it again became bluer (V − R c = −0.01). A quite red color was observed during the long fading tail (V − R c = +0.49).
Our observations revealed the IR behavior of WZ Sge stars during a rebrightening phase for the first time. The J-and K s -band light curves are shown in the panel (b) of figure 2. The J-band light curve follows a temporal evolution similar to the optical one, that is, a gradual fading trend since the rebrightening maximum and a slightly brightening at ∼JD 2454075. The K s -band light curve, in contrast to the J-band one, the maximum apparently delayed to the optical one, which is followed by a rather rapid fading. As a result, the color variations also show different behaviors between V − J and J − K s , as can be seen in the lower panel of figure 3. As reported in § 3.4 and 3.5, there are periodic short-term humps in light curves. The colors in figure 3 were calculated from the magnitudes at the bottom of the humps in order to avoid the contribution from the variable hump component.
As can be seen in figure 3 , the color index of V − J almost remains constant at ∼ 0.03 in JD 2454070-2454075. The color J − K s , on the other hand, exhibits dramatic variations from J −K s = 0.7 to 0.1. The V −J color during the rebrightening is typical for the color of dwarf novae in outburst (B − V ∼ 0; Bailey 1980) . Spectra during dwarf nova outbursts are described with the multi-temperature blackbody model (, or the standard disk model; Shakura, Syunyaev 1973) . The temperatures of the disk in dwarf nova outbursts are from ∼ 10 5 K to ∼ 10 4 K at the innermost and outermost region, respectively (e.g., Horne, Cook 1985) . The emission between the V -and J-bands, hence, originates from the outermost region of the disk. As a result, this region of spectra can be well described with a simple blackbody spectrum. We corrected the interstellar reddening for the observed color V −J using the maximum reddening for the direction of J1021 expected to be E(V − J) = 0.05 based on the database in Schlegel et al. (1998) . In the case of J1021 in the rebrightening phase, the intrinsic color V − J = 0.08 indicates a color temperature of 9000 K. The blackbody approximation is also supported by the blue color of V − R c = −0.01 during the rebrightening phase. Figure 4 shows the temporal development of spectral energy distributions (SED) during the rebrightening phase. The filled circles are our V -, J-, and K s -band observations. The dashed lines indicate a blackbody spectrum with a temperature of 9000 K. As can be seen in the figure, there are significant excesses in the K s -band flux over the blackbody spectrum. The excess reached the maximum at JD 2454071, and then, rapidly decreased with time. In JD 2454075, there is no significant excess in the K s -band, and the SED can be described with the simple blackbody in the V -, J-, and K s -bands regime. These results strongly indicate the appearance of another emission source outside the high temperature disk. This component was dominant in wavelengths longer than ∼ 2 µm for the first couple of days of the rebrightening, and then, disappeared in a time-scale of a few days.
Temporal evolution of optical superhumps
We detected short-term periodic modulations during the outburst. Examples of them are shown in figure 5. They have common characteristics of < ∼ 0.1 mag amplitudes, except for those observed during the early fading tail which have larger amplitudes of 0.3-0.4 mag. During the main outburst, they have clear sawtooth profiles, which are typical for superhumps in SU UMa-type dwarf novae in superoutburst.
We calculate periods of the modulations in the main outburst, the rebrightening phase, and the fading tail. We performed period analysis using the Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM) method (Stellingwerf 1978) for the data during the main outburst (JD 2454060-2454065), the rebrightening phase (JD 2454068-2454077), and the fading tail (JD 2454082-2454091) . Note that our sample of the fading tail only covers its early phase. Using those data, we calculated the Θ defined in the PDM method for each frequency. The obtained frequency-Θ diagrams are shown in figure 6 . The best periods are calculated to be P main = 0.056281 ± 0.000015 d, P rebr = 0.056283 ± 0.000018 d, and P tail = 0.055988 ± 0.000015 d for the main outburst, the rebrightening, and the fading tail, respectively. The period in the main outburst is in agreement with that in the rebrightening within the er- (Stellingwerf 1978) . The panels of (a), (b), and (c) present the results calculated by the data in the main outburst, the rebrightening phase, and the fading tail, respectively.
rors, while P tail is significantly shorter than those periods. These short periods are typical for superhump periods in WZ Sge stars. In conjunction with the appearance of the long-lived rebrightening and the fading tail, we conclude that J1021 is a new member of WZ Sge stars (also see, Golovin et al. 2007 ). The superhump period of J1021 is, hence, P SH =P main =P rebr .
In the case of J1021, we can find no sign of early superhumps which are known as the most convincing evidence for the WZ Sge nature (Kato et al. 2004 ). The lack of early superhumps is naturally explained because they appear only in the first week of the main outburst, in which we had no time-series data in J1021. Figure 7 presents the temporal evolution of superhumps. The light curves are folded with P SH for each night. As can be seen from the figure, the superhump amplitude decreased with time during the main outburst (JD 2454060-2454064, labeled "60", "62", and "64" in the figure) . The superhump profiles consist of the main hump at the phase ∼ 0 and the secondary hump at the phase ∼ 0.5, which is a typical characteristic for the late phase of superoutbursts in ordinary SU UMa stars (Patterson et al. 2003) . During the rapid fading phase from the main outburst, the phase of humps was apparently inverted ("66"), while this trend is not confirmed in later observations ("67"). We can only find a sign of modulations during the dip. The superhump signal, then, Fig. 7 . Phase-averaged light curves of superhumps. The abscissa and ordinate denote the superhump phase and the differential magnitude, respectively. The superhump phase is defined by P SH = 0.056281 and an arbitrary epoch. The light curves are normalized by their average magnitudes for each night and shifted to be readily compared. Observation dates and states during the outburst are also indicated in the figure. weakened during the precursor and just before the precursor maximum ("68" and "69"). The regrowth of superhumps was observed at the precursor maximum. Their profile and phase are quite analogous to those observed during the main outburst, having the main and secondary humps ("70"). The profile changed to a flat-top one in the late rebrightening phase, while their overall phase apparently unchanged ("72" and "75").
As mentioned above, a significantly shorter periodicity was found in the early fading tail. The averaged profile of the short-term modulations is shown in figure 8 . The most noteworthy feature of the modulations is a large amplitude of ∼ 0.2 mag compared with those in the superhumps during the superoutburst. It is well known that superhump periods tend to increase throughout superoutbursts of WZ Sge stars ). In order to search possible variations of the superhump period in J1021, we determined the peak times of observed superhumps. The peak times were calculated by taking cross-correlations between observed light curves and templates of superhump profiles. The templates are averaged profiles during the main outburst, the rebrightening phase, and the fading tail. Using the determined peak times of the superhumps, we calculated O − Cs of them with the period of P SH and the epoch of HJD 2454060.979634, the first superhump maxima we observed. As a result, we obtained the O − C diagram depicted in figure 9 . The superhumps maintained constant O − C until the rebrightening maximum. A fitting of a quadratic curve for O − Cs between the cycle 0 and 200 yielded no significant period derivative (Ṗ /P = 2.1 ± 2.5 × 10 −6 ). In figure 9 , the O − C apparently jumped during the rebrightening phase. As can be seen from figure 7, this is attributed not to the phase shift of overall superhumps, but to the variation of the superhump profile and the peak phase of the superhumps. We confirm the shorter periodicity in the early fading tail in figure 9.
Infrared superhumps during the rebrightening phase
We succeeded in obtaining simultaneous V -and J-band light curves of superhumps on JD 2454074 and 2454075 during the rebrightening phase. Figure 10 presents superhump profiles in the V -and J-bands. The superhump amplitude in the J-band is significantly larger than that in the V -band. Between JD 2454074 and 2454075, the J-band superhumps, furthermore, evolved in amplitude. A clear double-peak profile is seen in the superhumps on JD 2454075, and a hint of the same profile can also be seen on JD 2454074. The phases of these double peaks are apparently in agreement with those of the optical superhumps observed during the main outburst and the early phase of the rebrightening, as can be seen from figure 7. These unprecedented "IR superhumps" indicate that the superhump source releases its energy not mainly in the optical, but in the IR regimes. In previous multicolor optical observations, the color at the superhump maxima is only slightly redder than that at the bottom of the superhumps (Stolz, Schoembs 1984; Hassall 1985; Bruch et al. 1996) . The superhump temperature has been estimated to be 6000-10000 K, which is considered as the temperature at the outermost region of the accretion disk in outburst. On the other hand, Smak (2005) has recently suggested that a higher temperature ( > ∼ 15000 K) is theoretically required for superhump sources.
In order to estimate the temperature of the IR superhump source in J1021, we consider two components of blackbody emissions, that is, a variable (superhump) component and an invariable inner disk component. We calculate the color temperatures for each components. The color temperature of the invariable component is determined from the V − J color at the bottom of the superhumps. Using this color temperature, we can calculate the color temperature and the size of the emitting area of the variable component from the V-and J-band amplitudes of the superhumps. The size of the emitting area of the variable component is a relative one to that of the invariable component. The interstellar reddening was corrected as mentioned above.
The results are summarized in table 2. The temperature of the invariable component is 9000 K in both dates, which is typical for the outermost region of accretion disks in outburst. The temperature of the variable component is, on the other hand, much lower than that of the invariable component. The evolution of the IR superhumps between JD 2454074 and 2454075 requires both a lower temperature and a larger emitting area. The temperature of 4600 K on JD 2454075 is atypically low compared with superhump temperatures previously reported in SU UMa stars. The large emitting area of the variable component on JD 2454075 is, in particular, remarkable. In conjunction with the constant temperature and the magnitude of the invariant component, the evolution of the IR superhumps implies a rapid outward expansion of the IR superhump source from JD 2454074 to 2454075. In addition, the large relative emitting area of IR superhumps indicates that the actual size of the inner, invariable hot disk is small.
3.6. Active low temperature region at the outermost part of accretion disks
As mentioned above, our observations of J1021 revealed unprecedented IR activities during the rebrightening phase, namely the K s -band excess ( § 3.3) and the IR superhumps ( § 3.5). These results strongly indicate the presence of a cool component outside the hot inner disk during the rebrightening. Our detection of the prominent IR superhump, moreover, revealed that the outer disk is not only cool, but also active in terms of the tidal instability. The tidal dissipation, hence, still enhances the mass accretion in the outer disk. The observed IR superhumps require an extensive cool component over the 3:1 resonance radius, which means that a substantial amount of matter is stored and active outside the hot inner disk.
The optical behavior of J1021 during the rebrightening phase is analogous to those previously observed in other WZ Sge stars (e.g., Nogami et al. 1997 ). There is no hint for the cool component only with the optical data of J1021. To date, optical observations during rebrightening phases have failed to find a clue for a mass reservoir outside the hot inner disk, while the presence of it has been expected (Kato et al. 1998; Hellier 2001; Osaki et al. 2001; Kato et al. 2004 ). The IR active region of J1021 finally provides evidence for the presence of the mass reservoir during the rebrightening phase. We propose that the strong tidal dissipation working at the cool active region maintains a moderately high mass accretion rate at the outermost area, which sustains the hot state of the inner disk. Patterson et al. (1998) reported an unusually red color of V − I ∼ 0.9 and strong Na D absorption during the rebrightening phase of a WZ Sge star, EG Cnc. These features can be retrospectively interpreted as a hint of the extensive cool component in the outer disk, although the original authors implied a rather usual quiescent disk behind a cooling wave. We note that another hint of the cool component can be seen during the rebrightening phase of WZ Sge. According to Howell et al. (2004) , at the rebrightening maximum of WZ Sge, the color temperatures derived from B-, V -, and R-band observations are 9000-10000 K, although the observed R−I indicates only 7700 K. This implies an I-band excess over the ∼ 10000 K disk. This can also be interpreted with the cool massreservoir. A sign of the cool component was also observed as deep Na D absorption lines during the main outburst of WZ Sge (Nogami, Iijima 2004) .
In the theoretical framework of dwarf novae, state transitions between a cool and a hot disk must occur in an entire disk (Smak 1984; Mineshige, Osaki 1985) . The temperature of the IR superhumps is, however, much lower than those permitted for the hot disk ( > ∼ 8000K). Our observation of J1021 during the rebrightening indicates that it had no entire hot disk, but had a two-component disk, namely a hot inner disk and a cool or transitional state disk at the outermost part. Such a simultaneous presence of hot and cool disks could be problematic for the thermal instability model.
Discussion
Infrared behavior during dwarf nova outbursts in general
In the previous section, we reported the IR activity during the rebrightening phase of J1021. The uniqueness of its IR behavior among SU UMa stars are, however, unclear due to the lack of enough samples for IR observations during dwarf nova outbursts. Naylor et al. (1987) reported optical and IR observations during a superoutburst of an ordinary SU UMa-type dwarf nova, OY Car. In this paper, optical and IR superhumps have similar amplitudes, that is, ∼ 0.3 mag both in B-and J-bands. They are consistent with the classical picture of the accretion disk in dwarf nova outbursts, in which a superhump source having 8000-10000 K lies at the outermost part of the disk having > ∼ 10000 K. The IR behavior of OY Car is totally different from that observed in the rebrightening phase of J1021. To date, this observation of OY Car is all information about IR behavior during superoutbursts. About J1021, furthermore, we have no IR data during the main outburst which should be compared with those during the rebrightening. In order to reveal the nature of the IR active region, future IR observations are required during superoutbursts and rebrightenings of ordinary SU UMa and other WZ Sge stars.
Validity of the color temperature
In the previous section, we calculated the color temperatures of superhump sources from observed colors. As a result, we obtained low color temperatures, which were rather close to those observed at quiescence. The color temperature provides a good approximation if the source is optically thick. In dwarf novae, however, the optical light from the accretion disk at quiescence is, in general, dominated by the optically thin emission (Howell et al. 2004, and references therein) . Even in outbursts, the continuum radiation at the outermost region is predicted to be optically thin (Williams 1980) . In the case of J1021 during the rebrightening, the temperature of the IR superhumps was rather close to the quiescent one, although the entire disk luminosity was still high. The radiation mechanism of the IR superhump is, hence, less obvious. If the IR emission is optically thin, the color temperatures of the low temperature region in table 2 may have no complete validity as an indicator of real temperatures. We, then, need to solve the radiation transfer in the disk in order to reproduce the observed light curves, which is, however, beyond the scope of this paper. Results of such a full calculation, on the other hand, have only little influence on our order-of-magnitude discussion. IR spectroscopic observations are required to conclude whether the outer low temperature region is optically thin or thick during the rebrightening phase.
Delayed maximum of rebrightenings in WZ Sge stars
Among 5 systems showing long plateau-type rebrightenings, 3 systems exhibit a precursor just before their re-[Vol. , brightening maximum, as mentioned in § 3.2. In ordinary SU UMa stars, precursors are occasionally observed just before supermaxima. They are interpreted as a normal outburst triggering a subsequent superoutburst (Osaki, Meyer 2003) . After the precursor maximum, the object starts a rapid fading since it takes a few days for the full evolution of the tidal instability. When the tidal dissipation begins working effectively, the rapid fading is terminated by a rising trend toward the supermaxima. The similar mechanism may also work in the structure of the long plateau-type rebrightening.
Light curves between precursors and rebrightening maxima are, however, peculiar in WZ Sge stars compared with the precursor-supermaximum structure in ordinary SU UMa stars. Several WZ Sge stars keep a gradually rising trend after initial rapid risings of rebrightenings. AL Com and V2176 Cyg, for example, reached the maximum of rebrightenings ∼ 5 and ∼ 4 d after the precursors, respectively (Nogami et al. 1997; Novák et al. 2001) . TSS J022216.4+412259.9 is an extreme case, in which a gradual rising apparently continued for ∼ 8 d until the rebrightening maximum (Imada et al. 2006b ). This characteristic is clearly different from that observed in ordinary superoutbursts in which objects reach their supermaximum within a day after the onset of outbursts (Warner 1995b) . While J1021 shows no delay of the rebrightening maximum, we discuss the delayed maximum in terms of the mass reservoir at the outermost part of the disk.
According to the disk instability model, the rising speed corresponds to the propagation speed of the heating wave in the hot disk (Mineshige, Osaki 1985) . The delayed rebrightening maximum is possibly attributed to a late propagation of the heating wave into the outer mass reservoir, namely the IR active region. If the IR superhump observed in J1021 is a characteristic feature for the rebrightening phase, however, this scenario is unlikely because it would yield an entire hot disk and prominent optical superhumps.
Another possible scenario for the delayed rebrightening maximum is that the inner hot disk continuously receives a sufficient amount of gas from the outer mass reservoir. In the case of J1021, the tidal dissipation effectively works at the outer low temperature region as demonstrated by the IR superhumps. We can, thus, naturally expect a significant mass accretion from the outer cool to the inner hot part of the disk.
Origin of the K s -band excess
During the rebrightening phase, the K s -band flux exhibited a clear excess over the blackbody component which dominated between the V and J ranges, as mentioned in § 3.3. A noteworthy feature of the K s -band light curve is a relatively rapid evolution compared with V -and Jband ones. The V -and J-band emission is presumably dominated by the optically thick emission from the disk. The evolution time-scale of them is a viscous diffusion time-scale of the hot optically thick disk. The time-scale becomes longer in an outer, in other words, lower temperature region of the disk. The rapid evolution of the K s -band emission is, thereby, inconsistent with the theory of optically thick disk. It implies that the K s -band emission is not from an optically thick disk, but an optically thin region which is located outside the optically thick disk. The source of the K s -band emission might be expelled from the optically thick disk at the onset of the rebrightening as a result of a rapid expansion of the hot disk.
4.5. On the nature of the periodicity in the early fading tail
The periodic modulations during the early fading tail has a slightly shorter period than the superhumps, as can be seen from figures 6 and 9. The nature of the shorter period modulations is unclear. The period is possibly the orbital period of J1021. If it is the case, the superhump excess ε = (P SH − P orb )/P orb is calculated to be 0.0052 ± 0.0003. The empirical relationship between the ε and the mass ratio of binary systems reported in Patterson (2001) yields the mass ratio of M 2 /M 1 = 0.024 for J1021. The ε and the mass ratio are the smallest one among previously known dwarf novae (Patterson 2001) . J1021 is possibly the most evolved dwarf novae if the period of the modulations in the fading tail indicate the orbital period. An alternative possibility is that they are late superhumps. Late superhumps are periodic modulations appearing just after superoutbursts (van der Woerd et al. 1988; Rolfe et al. 2001 ). Their period is in agreement with a superhump period, while their profile is ∼ 0.5 phase shifted from that of superhumps. In the case of J1021, we cannot confirm a clear phase shift in figure 9 . We, however, consider that the late superhump scenario is more plausible because the long fading tail indicates an effective tidal dissipation, in which we can expect a long-lived eccentric disk and the superhump periodicity. As can be seen in figure 9 , O − Cs of humps are apparently changed smoothly from the main outburst to the rebrightening and the early fading tail. This also supports the late superhump scenario.
Summary
Our observation of J1021 detected superhumps with a period of 0.056281 ± 0.000015d. The object experienced a long plateau-type rebrightening after the main superoutburst, which is observed only in WZ Sge-type dwarf novae. In conjunction with the short superhump period, we conclude that J1021 is a new member of WZ Sge stars. We, furthermore, revealed IR behaviors for the first time during rebrightening phases of WZ Sge stars. J1021 exhibited unprecedented IR activities, namely the K s -band excess and the IR superhump. The IR superhump, in particular, indicates the presence of a substantial amount of remnant matter at the outermost region of the accretion disk even after the main superoutburst. We propose that this outer low temperature region is responsible for maintaining a hot state of the inner disk during the rebrightening.
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